Name:
Class:

Sharks and Dolphins /
Dolphin Rescue

Worksheet 1

Write the words.
2
1
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Read and match.
1

A shark’s skin is

up and down when they swim.

2

Sharks move their tail
		

through a blowhole on the top of
their head.

3

Sharks breathe

very soft.

4

A dolphin’s skin is

through gills on the side of their head.

5

Dolphins move their tail

very sharp, like teeth.

6

Dolphins breathe

from side to side when they swim.

Answer the questions.
1

How many teeth has a Bottleneck Dolphin got?

It has around 80 to 90 teeth

.

2

How many teeth can a shark have?

.

3

How long is the Whale Shark?

.

4

How long is the Tucuxi Dolphin?

.

5

What do sharks breathe?

.

6

What do dolphins breathe?

.
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Name:
Class:

Sharks and Dolphins /
Dolphin Rescue

Worksheet 2

Put the sentences in the correct order.
a Tim, Annie and Claire ran into the sea with their surfboards.

1

b James and Annie met their friends on the beach.
c James saw a big, grey shark swim towards his friends.
d The waves weren’t very big so the friends

decided to go to the next beach.
e James ran to the lifeguards for help.
f The shark was not there, but six dolphins

jumped and played around the children.
g The lifeguards took the children back to

the beach in their boat.

Correct the sentences.
1

James and Annie went to the mountains.

No, they didn’t. They went to the beach.
2

James swam in the sea.

.

3

James saw a dolphin.

.

4

James walked to the lifeguards.

.

Complete the sentence.
Three things I didn’t know about sharks and
dolphins are:
,
,
.
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(teeth / fins / tails / skin ... )
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Answer Key
Sharks and Dolphins / Dolphin Rescue

Worksheet 1
Write the words.
2 blowhole, 3 fin, 4 teeth, 5 skin, 6 tail
Read and match.
2 from side to side when they swim, 3 through gills
on the side of their head, 4 very soft, 5 up and
down when they swim, 6 through a blowhole on
the top of their head.
Answer the questions.
2 It can have 3000 teeth, 3 It is more than twelve
metres long, 4 It is about one metre long,
5 They breathe water, 6 They breathe air.

Worksheet 2
Put the sentences in the correct order.
b 1, d 2, a 3, c 4, e 5, f 6, g 7
Correct the sentences.
2 No, he didn’t. He sat on the rocks, 3 No, he didn’t.
He saw a shark, 4 No, he didn’t. He ran to the
lifeguards.
Complete the sentence.
Children’s own answers.
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